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I. ALPINE SCRAMBLING PROGRAM:  OVERVIEW AND GENERAL INFORMATION 
 
ALPINE SCRAMBLING COURSE 
 
Safety Lecture #1:      Thu, May 16      Location: CMC Conference Room A                Time: 6:30pm - 9:45pm 
Safety Lecture #2:      Thu, May 23      Location: CMC Conference Room A                Time: 6:30pm - 9:45pm 
Contingency Day:       Thu, May 30      Location: CMC Conference Room A                Time: 6:30pm - 9:45pm 
 
Skills Field Day:           Students select Sat, June 1 or Sun, June 2    Location: TBD     Time: 5:00am - 6:00pm 

          Contingency Field Day in case of bad weather:  Sat/Sun, June 8/June 9 (5:00am) 
 
On a space-available basis there is an option for the Skills Field Day to be Fri, May 31 (5:00am).  Students enrolled in 
the Friday option are expected to remain with their Friday group when doing their follow-on Elective Scrambles.  
Contingency day for the Friday group will be Fri, June 7 (5:00am). 
 
Attendance at both Safety Lectures and the Skills Field Day are a prerequisite to participate in the Elective Scrambles 
field days.  Within the current session there is no provision to make-up a missed Course event so please ensure you 
are available for these dates. 
 
 
ELECTIVE SCRAMBLES 
 
Throughout the summer, students that successfully complete the ASC Course will be provided the opportunity to 
participate with the Elective Scrambles.  Successful completion of at least three, progressively harder, Elective 
Scrambles will be required for the student to complete the ASC Program.   
 
The Elective Scrambles will be arranged so that the month of June will be dedicated to easier scrambles which will 
help the student immerse more gradually, as well as helping the instructor team determine suitability for the more 
challenging follow-on scrambles.  July will be dedicated to scrambles of moderate difficulty and August will be 
focused on the harder more challenging scrambles.  Students are expected to work through this progression in a 
sequential logical manner.  On a best-effort basis there may be make-up opportunities throughout the summer. 
 
The Elective Scrambles will typically be rated at the Denver Group hard C hiking classification level, but some may 
even be in the easy D classification range.  C classified trips can be up to 15 miles roundtrip and/or up to 3,500 feet in 
elevation gain; D trips can be over 15 miles roundtrip and/or over 3,500 feet in elevation gain. 
 
And as an important note of clarification:  The scramble difficulty for every trip is based only with respect to climbing 
exposure; even the June easy trip will be rated at a C or D hiking level.  Said differently, students must enter the ASC 
Program already possessing a good hiking pace and good hiking stamina.  The instructors will then build upon this 
physical baseline to help you get comfortable with that exposure while they teach the technical and proactive skills 
necessary to safely scramble Colorado’s more challenging highest hundred. 
 
 
COMPLETION REQUIREMENTS (and make-up provisions) 

• Attend both Safety Lectures, pass the final exam, and successfully complete the Skills Field Day 
• Successfully complete three Elective Scrambles within the progression from easy to hard. 
• Demonstrate skills and proficiency to the satisfaction of the instructor team 
• Exhibit behavior that promotes safety and trust within your team 
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Program completion will be noted in the student’s CMC profile under “My Schools.”  Because of terminology 
constraints, the My Schools notation will reference Alpine Scrambling Course rather than Alpine Scrambling Program. 
 
During the current session there is no provision to make up a missed Safety Lecture or the Skills Field Day.  The 
Elective Scrambles field days will be listed in the ASC Calendar (located on the ASC OneDrive not the ASC Website).  If 
you are unable to complete all the required Elective Scrambles within the current session you will be given the 
opportunity to complete in next year’s session.  Prior to the start of that future session, please contact the ASC 
Director to ensure you are on the email distribution list for notifications. 
 
Because the Course is constantly evolving, in all cases make-ups must be completed within 24 months of initial 
enrollment. 
 
PREREQUISITES 

• CMC Wilderness Trekking School (WTS) with successful ice axe self-arrest during WTS snow day 
• CMC Denver Group C hiking classification (contact the CMC office with questions) 
• Very good physical condition  
• Age 14 years or older 

 
It is expected that your baseline of backcountry experience and expertise has previously been developed, or refined, 
in the CMC Wilderness Trekking School (WTS).  It is also expected that you have already learned and practiced ice axe 
self-arrest.  In addition, your effort to obtain your CMC Denver Group C hiking classification, although it may have 
helped you further enhance those skills, is primarily a means to demonstrate general strength, stamina, and hiking 
endurance. 
 
Still, it is always encouraged, and tends to be a measure of your commitment, that you review those WTS skills prior 
to entering the ASC Program.  Most topics might require nothing more than a simple re-read of the WTS course 
materials.  Other skills may actually require that you go out and do a personal refresher (e.g. ice axe self-arrest or 
map and compass).  Having this solid baseline is important for your enjoyment and success while scrambling, and a 
mastery of these skills (as learned within the Program) is critical to your future enjoyment and safety as a scrambler. 
 
 
WHAT YOU WILL LEARN IN THE ASC PROGRAM 

• Review of the clothing, gear, and equipment that is relevant to scrambling 
• Awareness of terrain hazards and weather conditions 
• Trip planning by interpreting and following existing route descriptions (e.g. from a guidebook) 
• Route finding within the scrambling terrain 
• Distinguishing scrambling terrain (3rd Class) from terrain that may require technical gear (4th Class) 
• Techniques for up-climbing and down-climbing on rock 
• Techniques for ascending and descending on snow 
• Emergency procedures that are good to know when doing more difficult scrambling (e.g. ice axe self-arrest) 

 
The Program does not cover: 
• Basic navigation and simple route finding using a map and compass (this you learned in WTS) 
• General clothing, gear, and equipment for backcountry travel (this you also learned in WTS) 
• Trip planning and route finding when this information is not readily available. 
• Basic wilderness first aid (please take the Wilderness First Aid Course) 
• Avalanche assessment and avalanche rescue 
• Rock rescue, belaying, rappelling, and knots 
• Crampon techniques 
• Glacier travel 
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• Rock, snow, and ice anchors 
• Roped technical climbing techniques 
• Ice climbing 

 
 
PHYSICAL FITNESS 
 
Please review the Physical Conditioning paragraphs within the Self-Evaluation Process document on the ASC website:  
https://cmcdenver.org/schools-2/alpinescramblingcourse 
  
 
 
MEDICAL CONDITIONS 
 
If you have an existing medical condition that could impact your performance during a field trip, prior to enrolling in 
the course seek advice as to your suitability from the course director. 
 
Once the course begins please be sure that your instructor team is also aware of any condition.  If you carry 
medications, please let your instructor team know where these items are within your pack, and (if necessary) how to 
administer.   
 
 
CONTACT INFORMATION 
 
Prior to the start of the Course, please direct any questions or comments to the ASC director: 

• Rich.McAdams@hotmail.com 
 
Once the Course begins and students have been assigned to groups, please coordinate any questions or comments 
through your instructor team.  However, after the ASC Course completes, you may end up hiking with other Trip 
Leaders (aka the instructors) while doing your Elective Scrambles, so use your own judgement and please take the 
initiative to get your questions answered. 
 
 
PROGRAM SUMMARY 
 
Scrambling, in general, is usually considered non-technical climbing that involves off-trail travel, often over rock and 
snow.  Most Colorado summits are accessible by scramble routes, so you can use the skills acquired in this Program 
to reach the summits of hundreds of Colorado 14ers and 13ers.  Those who complete this Program will have acquired 
the skills to confidently climb the non-technical peaks, under normal conditions, and be able to participate on most 
CMC scrambling trips.  The Alpine Scrambling Program also provides an excellent foundation preparing individuals for 
the technical climbing modules within the CMC Technical Climbing School (TCS). 
 
The Alpine Scrambling Program is considered a semi-technical curriculum.  Although field day trips are selected 
based on their non-technical nature, should an unforeseen event occur (weather, accident, off-route), students may 
need to utilize a minimal set of technical equipment items and implement a minimal set of technical skills.  Students 
will always wear helmets, will have an opportunity to review ice axe self-arrest, and learn to use carabineers and a 
seat harness.  With all this in mind it would probably be unfair to categorize the Program as strictly non-technical.  
 
The Program requires good physical conditioning, a commitment of time and energy, appropriate outdoor gear and 
clothing, and (of course) a positive attitude.  Prior hiking experience, completion of a basic outdoor skills course (such 
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as the Wilderness Trekking School), and a Denver Group C hiking classification is intended to ensure that all students 
have basic backcountry knowledge and a demonstrated level of good conditioning. 
 
 
WHAT IS SCRAMBLING? 
 
In addition to that stated above, alpine scrambles are in that realm between off-trail hiking and technical climbing, 
but can often overlap well into the hiking or climbing realms.  Scrambles typically involve moving over challenging 
and exposed terrain without a rope or protection.  Although not expected, under some conditions ropes and 
protection may be utilized for short portions of the route.  Scramblers will need to negotiate low angle rock, travel 
through talus and scree fields, cross streams, bushwhack, and cross snow-covered slopes. 
 
Climbing Classifications and Exposure 
 
The Yosemite Decimal System used in North America rates climbing routes Class 1 through Class 5.  The ASC has 
made some minor tweaks to this system to provide better clarification for how the ASC is positioned: 
 

• Class 1:  On-trail hiking.  No real difficulties; few surprises.  CMC classes: WTS. 
 

• Class 2:  Off-trail hiking that can include bushwhacking and/or crossing talus.  CMC classes: WTS. 
 

• Class 3:  Semi-technical climbing where you will often need to look for and use handholds and footholds.  This 
level is often referred to as scrambling. Each individual will carry basic technical equipment as a precaution, 
although it is not expected to be used.  Exposure to a potential fall can be a concern.  CMC classes: ASC. 

 
• Class 4:  Technical climbing where handholds and footholds are required, and you will need to test those 

handholds and footholds before you commit to the move.  Individuals should possess the skills and training 
needed for rope-work, anchors, belaying, and rappelling.  Exposure to an unprotected fall is significant.  CMC 
classes: TCS. 

 
• Class 5:  Technical climbing where most every move is serious.  Ropes, anchors, belays, and rappels are a 

requirement.  Exposure can be extreme.  If you survive an unprotected fall it will be remembered.  CMC 
Classes: TCS. 

 
Colorado mountain guidebook author and CMC member Gerry Roach provides a descriptive definition: 
 

“Class 3 is the easiest climbing category, and people usually call it ‘scrambling.’  You are beginning 
to look for and use handholds for upward movement.  You are now using basic climbing, not 
walking movements.  Although you are using handholds, you don’t have to look very hard to find 
them.  Occasionally putting your hand down for balance while crossing a talus slope does not 
qualify as Class 3; that is still Class 2.  Many people feel the need to face in while down climbing 
Class 3.” 

  
Leaders of CMC scrambling trips often carry a rope and some protection gear, especially on the harder scrambles, 
which may be used for security on exposed sections to assist less confident members of the party or to facilitate 
retreat in case of difficulty. 
 
Instructors (aka Trip Leaders) in the ASC Program will carry a rope and protection although it is not anticipated to be 
used.  While much of the enjoyment of scrambling depends on the freedom from technical gear, un-roped 
scrambling in exposed situations is potentially one of the more dangerous aspects of mountaineering activities.   
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From the ASC E-textbook (see Reference Materials below, page 11), exposure can be defined as “the likely severity of 
an injury resulting from an unroped fall.”  During actual scrambling, exposure is always present.  It is either mild, as in 
simply an observation for small talk; moderate, where one must be focused and movements deliberate; or serious, 
where a rope and protection are warranted.  Although the scrambles within the Program will typically stay within the 
mild to moderate range, exposure is part and parcel to scrambling and learning to deal with exposure should be one 
of your goals for taking the course. 
 
 
II. SAFETY LECTURES 

 
Students are respectfully asked to arrive a bit before the scheduled start time to ensure the evening stays on time.   
 
Usually within your instructor/student group new information will be shared, questions answered, and other group-
specific issues discussed. 
 
Prior to the first lecture evening the Course director will have assigned students and instructors into groups based 
primarily on the date you chose for your Skills Field Day in your Enrollment Application.  Because it is not a perfect 
world, changes may need to be made, or changes requested, so please try to be flexible. 
 
Required Reading 

• Please read A Hiker’s Guide to Scrambling Safely, cover to cover, prior to the second lecture session.  
• Please read the Student Manual, end to end, prior to the second lecture session. 
• Please review the Supplemental Equipment Information section which is linked off the ASC Website. 
• From the reading, there will be a short Final Exam during the second lecture session. 

 
Supplemental Reading 
 
Mountaineering: The Freedom of the Hills is considered the outdoors, backcountry, mountain climbing, hiking, and 
trekking bible.  Since there is almost no topic not addressed within those covers, and frequent revisions and updates 
are published, it should be (mostly) viewed as the definitive word on everything.  Upon completion of the Program, 
should you have a question, need advice on a procedure, or would simply like a picture illustrating a particular 
technique, “consult” with MFH. 
 
We backcountry travelers tend to be an opinionated lot, and certain technical skills you may read about can be 
somewhat sport-specific (trekking vs rock climbing vs mountaineering vs scrambling).  Should you feel there is a 
difference of opinion between various instructors, other climbers, and/or backcountry textbooks, simply add that 
difference, or nuance, to your personal bag of tricks.  Since there are always several ways to skin a cat (no, we will 
not actually skin a cat), it is good to be able to choose the best solution from that bag, depending on your immediate 
situation.  Said differently, the wise traveler should have more than one approach to solving a backcountry problem. 
 
1st Safety Lecture Agenda - Typical 

• Equipment Weight and Bulk exhibition (This is an opportunity to have informal conversations about the 
required technical equipment as well as getting answers to your specific questions) 

• General Comments 
• Equipment Presentation and Discussion 
• Footwork and Rock Fall Presentation and Exercise 
• Short Break 
• Student/instructor team meeting 
• Time to go home 
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2nd Safety Lecture Agenda – Typical 

• Logistics for the Skills Field Day 
• Route Finding Presentation 
• Final Exam 
• Short Break 
• Equipment try-on, fitting, and discussion workshop within your instructor group 
• Time to go home 

 
 
III. FIELD DAYS 
 
The purpose of the field trips are to provide a ‘learn by doing’ experience in a noncompetitive, team-oriented 
environment.  The field trips provide an opportunity to practice the techniques presented in the lectures, workshops, 
and reading assignments. 
 
Skills Field Day – Typical Agenda 

• Drive to the trailhead, get suited-up and get organized 
• Hike in to the location of the exercise 
• Put on helmets and extra clothes as necessary 
• Snow travel techniques and self-arrest practice with/without an ice axe 
• Bouldering, rock hopping, and basic down climbing practice (simple fundamentals) 
• “Lowering a Student” demonstration during lunch 
• Map and compass exercise 
• Hike out to trailhead 
• Overnight bivy exercise and discussion 
• Time to go home once everyone is accounted for 
• Optional team building exercise (beers, burgers, and bull) 

 
This first outing will be mostly a review and practice opportunity.  Since you are already familiar with basic snow 
climbing techniques from WTS, the ASC will build on that foundation, as well as introducing a few more skills to keep 
the day interesting. 
 
Colorado high peaks are seldom completely free of snow, so climbing on snow is often part of a scrambling route.  In 
fact, snow can make an otherwise frustrating scree or loose dirt ascent easier, as the snow can help stabilize difficult 
footing allowing one to simply stair-step up the mountain.  Often this can be accomplished without rope or 
protection, just your trusty ice axe. 
 
For the Elective Scrambles, field day locations and snow conditions may allow you to further apply those snow skills 
during a real scrambling climb. 
 
Elective Scrambles Field Days – Typical Format 

• The destinations will be selected, and the logistics coordinated, by the Trip Leaders (aka the instructors). 
• Scrambles typically begin with a very early pre-dawn start and tend to wrap up by late afternoon (a long day). 
• Please refrain from scheduling any personal evening activities as the trip may go late, it is usually a long drive 

back to town, and most students are exhausted by day’s end anyway. 
• All field days should be completed by the end of August, although there could be a few residual trips in 

September.  On a best effort basis, there also may be a final Category 3 make-up trip from August. 
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Elective Scrambles are intended to be no more difficult than a challenging Class 3.  However, please bear in mind that 
climbing classifications can be a bit subjective, so someone’s hard Class 3 could very well be someone else’s easy 
Class 4.  Should there be some unexpected event or situation, students should be prepared to use their technical 
equipment and technical skills taught and reviewed during the ASC Skills Field Day. 
 
As the course progresses, the difficulty of the scrambles will increase (see below).  In fact, toward the end of the 
course there may even be an option for some to test their newfound skills on a short and easy 4th Class pitch.   
 
Elective Scrambles, to the extent possible, will be conducted as a realistic outing with an actual mountaineering 
summit as a reward.  However, during the exercise, achieving that summit is secondary to learning the scrambling 
skills and techniques.  Hence, please don’t get fixated on getting the summit since the weather, the terrain, and how 
quickly students can adapt to this new environment will determine whether the summit is even reached.   
 
To reiterate, be prepared for full days, long drives to the TH, and long approach hikes.  It is difficult to estimate when 
you will return to the meet-up location after a field day, therefore, it is not recommended that you try and fit in 
another engagement for that same evening.  Pack your equipment, food, and drink the night before, get a good 
night’s sleep, then arrive early at the meet-up location so we can depart for the trailhead on time. 
 
Elective Scrambles Trip Calendar 
 
The Elective Scrambles will be listed in the ASC Calendar (located on the ASC OneDrive not the ASC Website) and will 
ultimately be added to the official CMC Trip Calendar as ordinary CMC outings.  The Trip Leader (aka the Senior 
Instructor) will add the trip participant names to the CMC Trip Calendar prior to trip departure. 
 
Category 1 (somewhat easy) scrambles will be scheduled in June, CAT 2 (moderate) scrambles in July, with CAT 3 
(more challenging) in August.  This approach is intended to promote a logical progression from less difficult to more 
difficult, as well as making it more visible as to trip scheduling and trip difficulty.  On a best effort basis make-up 
scrambles will be scheduled throughout the summer. 
 
 
ADVICE WHEN YOU ARE LEARNING 
 
During the field days, practice your route-finding skills by looking for the best (and most efficient) way to climb.  As a 
student you will get an opportunity to lead the group, an exercise that allows you to take charge, rather than just 
follow.  We are not all born leaders, and leading may not be a part of your long-term plan, but leading is a quicker 
method to learn the skills that you will need to have in your bag of tricks. 
 
As the temporary leader you have several responsibilities with respect to route finding: 

• The little picture:  Select the route that attempts to avoid the immediate obstacles and difficulties that you 
see and allows for the least amount of expended energy from your team. 

• The big picture:  Ensure that as you negotiate those obstacles and difficulties you continue to head toward 
the team objective.  At any moment in time the “objective” may not necessarily be the summit, but instead 
simply an interim pre-agreed upon point that helps keep you on your route. 

 
During any exercise, if you suspect you made a mistake, discuss with your instructors to confirm it was a mistake, 
then understand why?  In ASC, we celebrate errors of this type as it provides the entire group the opportunity to 
learn something in a relatively controlled environment that they may not have learned otherwise. 
 
Bottom line?  Don't be offended if your instructors nitpick.  Often, they will see you perform a technique in a 
competent manner, but it reminds them that there is a point to be made for the others. 
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IV. SAFETY RULES AND PROGRAM REQUIREMENTS 
 
All students and instructors must comply with the safety rules.  Students must also follow any additional safety 
directives issued by their team of instructors.  Failure to comply could result in dismissal from the course.  Students: 
 

• Are responsible for having the appropriate clothing and required equipment for each field trip. 
• Cannot share essential equipment between them; each student must carry his/her own personal gear. 
• May not separate from the group without notifying and/or getting concurrence of an instructor. 
• Must promptly inform an instructor if he/she feels concerned, uncomfortable, unwell, or otherwise impaired. 
• Students must wear climbing helmets during the scrambling portion of every climb, or when otherwise 

directed by an instructor. 
• Must bring ice axes, seat harnesses, helmets, and technical gear on all field trips. 
• Should scramble closely together to the extent that the terrain permits. 
• Should avoid climbing either directly above or directly below another student or group. 
• When necessary, check each other to examine and confirm all climbing knots are secure and all carabineers 

are locked. 
• Should not untie from a climbing rope until directed to do so by an instructor. 
• Will not rappel on field trips; however, in an emergency students may be lowered. 
• Will have fun and learn a lot. 

 
 

V. REQUIRED EQUIPMENT, GEAR, AND MATERIALS FOR THE ASC 
 
Since technical gear is expensive, and the correct choice for any particular item often depends on how/where you 
will use it (there are many variations and degrees of difficulty within the “mountaineering” and “climbing” 
categories), the ASC encourages students to discuss their intended purchases with their instructors, use the 
information provided during the lectures, or the info in the Supplemental Equipment Information document (linked 
from the ASC Homepage) as good sources of advice. 
 
Most mountaineering shops will not accept a return or exchange for an unused piece of technical gear (ropes, 
webbing, carabineers, rappel devices, helmets, ice axe, etc.) because they would have no idea if it was used, and/or 
damaged, once you left the store (REI may accept the return of a technical item, but their internal policy is to then 
destroy that item and not return it to the shelf). 
 
Students are responsible for bringing appropriate clothing and equipment on each field trip.  Participants who arrive 
for a field trip and are inadequately equipped may not be allowed on that field trip.  The technical equipment 
described below will be required for each field day. 
 
For a review of basic backcountry clothing and gear, please review your WTS notes.  Below is advice on specific gear 
and clothing that you will need for the Alpine Scrambling Program.  In all likelihood, most of the gear and clothing 
that you acquired in WTS should work well. 
 
Ten Essential Systems (all items required) 

1) Navigation (map and compass) - A GPS device would be a supplemental item; not a replacement 
2) Sun protection (sunglasses, sunscreen, sunhat) 
3) Insulation (extra clothing and insulating pad) 
4) Illumination (headlamp) 
5) First aid kit 
6) Fire starter 
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7) Repair kit (example: a sharp pocket knife, cordage, duct tape, plus other odds and ends) 
8) Extra food 
9) Extra water 
10) Emergency shelter (although a space blanket or tarp can work, an inexpensive bivy sack would be more 

functional, i.e. windproof, waterproof, and much easier to “set up”) 
 
Clothing (all items required) 

• Boots and socks 
• Gaiters 
• Mittens or gloves 
• Warm hat and balaclava 
• Hiking jacket and hiking pants 
• Rain jacket and rain pants 

 
Miscellaneous Gear 

• Day pack with an ice axe loop (required) 
• Trekking poles (optional) 
• Toilet paper and plastic disposal bags 
• Moleskin 
• Insect repellent 
• Paper (or notebook) and pencil 
• Route description and topo map (required) 
• Climbing gloves (optional) 
• Microspikes (optional, dependent on conditions) 

 
Technical Equipment (all items required) 

From either the ASC Website or the ASC OneDrive, the link to the Supplemental Equipment Information 
document contains a suggested list of technical equipment items specifically oriented toward scrambling. 
 

• Adjustable climbing helmet (adjustable to accommodate various head apparel) - $60 
• General mountaineering ice axe - $85 
• Ice axe waist leash (6’ of 5mm accessory cord) - $2 
• Locking carabineers (one large and one small as mentioned below) - $26 
• Commercial seat harness - $65 
• Improvised chest harness (10’ of 1” tubular webbing) - $4 
• Seat harness to chest harness connecting strap (6’ of 5mm accessory cord) - $2 
• Roll of colored flagging tape (aka survey tape from REI or Home Depot) - $3 

 
Reference Materials (all items required) 

• E-textbook: A Hiker’s Guide to Scrambling Safely by Tom Morin 
• Guide book: Colorado Scrambles (second edition) by Dave Cooper 

  
 
SEAT HARNESS AND CHEST HARNESS 

Your light weight commercial seat harness becomes a critical attachment point for a variety of equipment items.  
Using the large locking carabineer attached to the seat harness, the scrambler might attach the ice axe, possibly a 
rope, as well as the connecting strap for their chest harness.  The seat harness might also attach to an anchor point 
should that be necessary. 
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Although not encouraged, an improvised seat harness can be made from nylon webbing (about 22 feet of 1 inch 
tubular webbing).  You will still need that large locking carabineer.  Should any student require the improvised seat 
harness, a demonstration can be provided during the second lecture night. 
 
Because a seat harness may loosen up and slip down your hips during the day (especially the improvised version), 
another shorter loop of webbing (about 10 feet of 1 inch tubular webbing) can be used to improvise a simple figure 8 
chest harness.  The improvised chest harness, with its own (smaller) locking carabineer, is connected to the seat 
harness (to its larger locking carabineer) using a short loop of accessory cord (about 6 feet of 5mm cordage).  Again, 
the chest harness will help keep the seat harness from slipping down, will keep the seat harness a bit more snug, and 
will also provide additional upper body support (when you thread the climbing rope through the smaller locking 
chest carabiner to the seat harness) should you need to descend wearing your pack. 
 
 
MAPS 
 
USGS style topographical 1:24,000 scale maps are preferred.  Trails Illustrated maps tend to locate hiking trails more 
accurately but have a different scale, 1:40,000, which provide less detail.  You can also copy (color copies expected) 
the maps printed in guidebooks, especially since they have the possible scrambling route already superimposed. 
 
Another option is to use mapping software or mapping websites.  You can use these tools to produce a map for just 
your area of interest, and then print just the portion you want.  Never the less, it is always useful to proactively draw 
your intended route on your map. 
 
The most important map reading skill that you should have learned in WTS is terrain recognition and identification.  
You should be able to identify real-world terrain features such as main and subsidiary peaks, drainages, gullies, 
ridges, and saddles… then translate them to your map.  To be navigationally effective you must understand how 
these real-world features are represented on the map, compose a mental image, and compare what you actually see 
on the map (or the real-world) to what you see in the real-world (or on the map).  Your goal is to be proficient going 
both ways. 
 
 
VI. SCRAMBLING CHALLENGES AND TECHNIQUES  
 
MOUNTAINEERING RISK MANAGEMENT 
 
Mountaineering accidents are the result of the interconnection of terrain, altitude, weather hazards, and/or 
conditions influenced by the presence of humans.  Traditionally, hazards that arise from the mountain environment 
are called objective, and those arising from human behavior are called subjective.  In the scrambling environment 
climbers are constantly being exposed to a combination of both objective and subjective hazards.  These hazards can 
be controlled, or managed, by choosing to reduce the risk by, perhaps, using a different route or even turning back.  
With that said, a decision to go into the mountains can lead to exposure to hazards that can be (or are) beyond the 
control of the climbing group. 
 
The risks of hazards can be managed, or minimized, to some extent by competent decision making by the climbers.  
Although many climbing accidents can sometimes be attributed to bad luck or an ‘Act of God,’ (typically an objective 
cause) more often they are the result of subjective causes that the climber has some degree of control over.  In other 
words, climbing accidents are frequently the result of poor judgment (it has been said that good judgment comes 
from experience, and experience comes from bad judgment). 
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An accumulation of seemingly minor, apparently benign and independent hazards, can combine and 
lead to serious problems.   

 
Although anticipating a fun day, the team got a late start, one member forgot his rain jacket, and one 
member was not feeling that well.  As route finding became more complicated, several members 
became agitated as the terrain seemed to go beyond simple 3rd Class climbing.  However, peer 
pressure prevailed, and half the group was able to summit.  As it started to rain, the summit group 
began their descent, but found the wet conditions on rock much more challenging than earlier in the 
day.  To their dismay, and hoping to get a little help, the other group was nowhere to be found. 

 
Any one of these issues could be easily managed by itself, but as the hazards became interconnected they compound 
and the balance of control and safety tipped in favor of an accident.  When the balance tips, the rush of events often 
comes as a surprise and appears to have been unforeseeable (at least to the inexperienced). 
 
Because of the nature of the scrambling terrain, the scrambler can have a higher risk for accidents than either the 
hiker (on trail or off), or the rock climber who ropes up on fairly solid rock.  Therefore, scramblers need to be 
particularly aware of mountain hazards.  An objective of the ASC is to provide tools to help manage the risks.  
 
Mountain Hazards (Objective) 
For the scrambler, the more common objective hazards are: 

• Spontaneous rock fall (although a dislodged rock by the climbers becomes a subjective hazard) 
• Exposure (the distance a climber could fall) 
• Slippery rock due to rain, water, or ice 
• Steep snow fields with dangerous run-outs 
• Unstable snow or avalanche 
• High altitude (as it affects the human body) 
• Weather 

 
Human Hazards (Subjective) 
Hazards that are subjective are mostly caused by: 

• Inadequate fitness 
• Hero worship (“I will follow him/her anywhere”) 
• Defaulting to the decision-making skills of the most experienced member(s) of the group 
• Failing to inquire regarding the thought process and why the leader made the decision he/she did 
• Acquiescence to the group’s alpha dog 
• Inadequate technical skills of one or more members 

 
For emphasis, your state of mind can foster poor decision making due to: 

• Distraction and preoccupation with other issues and problems 
• Inadequate preparation 
• Lack of experience 
• Overly casual, lack of seriousness, no focus (too much talky, not enough walky) 
• No defined and/or approved decision-making process 
• Failure to develop and/or stick to the Trip Plan 
• Preoccupation with future climbing difficulties not yet even present 
• Violating the sphere of acceptable risk for the party 
• Unresolved discrepancies with the plan or route description 
• Ignoring gut feeling that something is wrong 
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RISK MANAGEMENT ADVICE 
 
You learned ways to minimize your exposure to environmental hazards in WTS.  Rather than repeat that, we will 
focus instead on that which is specific and relevant to scrambling.   
 
Rock Fall 
 
Be aware and try to minimize your exposure to falling rock and ice.  Select routes appropriate to the season (winter 
and summer tend to be safer than spring and fall due to less temperature variation) and avoid those areas prone to 
rock fall when conditions are unfavorable (such as couloirs, with the worst known as ‘bowling alleys’).  Be constantly 
alert for falling rock and, while climbing, keep an eye out for sheltered spots just in case. 
 

Wear a helmet. 
 

Bob felt the climb didn’t really require a helmet (rumor has it he just forgot to bring) and for the most 
part he was right.  However, halfway up an otherwise simple pitch, he stood up and split his scalp on 
a rock overhang.  With a woozy and bleeding Bob, down climbing that simple pitch took on an 
unexpected level of complexity, the drive back for help was a mess, and the eleven stitches an 
unexpected souvenir. 

 
Best Practices to minimize rock fall or the consequences of rock fall: 

• Climb rock fall prone sections early in the morning before the sun warms the surrounding rock. 
• For shorter pitches, negotiate rock fall areas one at a time while keeping the larger party sheltered. 
• For longer pitches, climb close together to minimize exposure to climber-generated rock fall. 
• Consider ascending/descending in a traversing pattern so no one climber is directly above/below other 

climbers.  When the traverse changes, allow the team to group-up before proceeding in the new direction. 
• A variation of “en echelon climbing” can also be appropriate when on (or in) a wide area where the climbers 

can ascend/descend mostly in parallel.  This is most useful for a smaller team that travels at the same pace.  
Done right this technique ensures no climbers are directly above/below any other climbers. 

• As soon as you hear, see, or create a falling object, yell “ROCK!”   Climbers should then hunker down under 
their helmets, pressing against the rock in whatever shelter can be found.  Use your pack as a shield; 
although tempting, don’t look up. 

• Since it is worth repeating, avoid climbing directly below or above others. 
• Be aware that falling rocks can and do ricochet in unpredictable ways (it’s hard to predict or outsmart a 

falling rock). 
• Be aware that collateral injuries (those not caused by the falling rock itself) can result through your efforts to 

get out of the way.  Slips, falls, and twisted ankles are the most common collateral injuries. 
• One falling rock can trigger others, so expect multiple rocks coming down. 
• Warn other members of your party about loose rocks you discover, and if prudent, try to move them into a 

more stable position. 
• Be aware that shuffling footwork is a primary cause for rock fall (try to be more deliberate and controlled). 
• Large steps requiring a lunge can destabilize an otherwise marginal lower foot platform. 
• As one down climbs, refrain from sitting/sliding on your butt as this can drag down rock.  Often when in that 

sitting/sliding position the climbers pack (or loose pack straps) can potentially catch and drag rock as well.  
• Follow the leader’s route rather than each climber compounding the rock fall risk by choosing their own. 

 
Rain 
 
In addition to causing discomfort and possible hypothermia, rain also makes rock surfaces slippery, and some lichen 
covered rocks become dangerously slippery when wet (wet rock is problematic; wet lichen on those rocks can be just 
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terrible).  Although heavy rain can result in rock and ice fall, even light rain can increase rock fall due to decreased 
friction between loose rocks and the surface underneath (it can act as a lubricant).  Of course rain on snow can 
increase avalanche danger as well. 
 
Since rocky terrain doesn’t retain water very well, be wary of moisture in the form of rain, wet snow, or hail as it can 
result in cascading waterfalls that flow down gullies and rock faces.  Finally, as part of thinking ahead, anticipate that 
rain can also raise stream water levels making creek crossings much more difficult (or even impossible).     
 
Lightning 
 
Best Practices to minimize the risk of lightning: 

• Look at the weather forecast before you leave. 
• Start early in the morning, plan to summit by noon. 
• Watch small cumulus clouds (the puffy white ones) for strong, upward growth as this may signal a developing 

thunderstorm.  As the day warms and the cumulus cloud rises, it is most noticeable when it takes that “anvil” 
shape; i.e. a flattening top and horizontal expansion to the sides. 

• Watch for cumulus clouds changing from white to a darker grey or black. 
• Hail, even minor, signals that there is instability in the upper air.  Disruption and instability tends to be a key 

ingredient in the recipe for lightening.  As a precursor or companion to lightning and of course all things 
being equal, climbers tend to be more concerned with hail then with a light rain. 

• Although advice differs as to what to do if caught in the open during a thunderstorm, here is a consensus: 
o Get off very exposed terrain such as summits and ridges.  Although no guarantees, dropping off a 

ridge crest for even a dozen feet may make the difference between getting wet and getting wet 
while getting struck by lightning. 

o Hurry down, but in a deliberate and controlled fashion (don’t get hurt trying not to get hurt). 
o While traveling, spread out along your route so if lightning does strike not all the group is 

simultaneously affected.  The unaffected hikers would be able to provide CPR to the victims. 
o Avoid large open areas such as mountain meadows. 
o Stay as low as possible and avoid being the highest object around. 
o Avoid large bodies of water. 
o Avoid large metal objects such as bicycles, machinery, and wire fences. 
o If you suspect an imminent strike: squat down, site on an insulated item (e.g. your pack), place 

elbows on knees, and cover ears with hands.  Don’t simple drop to the ground in a prone position. 
• There is conflicting evidence that small metal objects such as axes, climbing hardware, ski edges, or ski poles 

increase the likelihood of being struck, so don’t necessarily discard these items, especially if they will be 
needed later for a safe descent. 

• Wet climbing ropes can become lightning conductors… maybe (see previous comment). 
• A tingling sensation, blue glow or sparks from metal objects, hair standing on end all indicates that the area 

near you is becoming charged and a lightning strike may be forthcoming/imminent. 
• Tents provide little to no lightning protection so beware of camping on unprotected summits or high ridges. 
• If your good judgment suggests that the storm will be short lived, you may opt to hunker down in a 

reasonably safe spot for, say, 30 minutes or so rather than descending under adverse conditions.  And if the 
storm is short lived you may still have the option to continue the climb. 

 
There are several hundred lighting casualties and 60-90 fatalities in the United States each year.  CPR has proven 
helpful to revive lighting strike victims.  Once revived, victim(s) still need to be quickly escorted to a medical facility. 
 

Don’t start out with one victim then end up with two. 
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As you learned in WTS, make sure the accident site is reasonably safe before committing more 
climbers to any rescue effort.  Yes, each accident is unique, and decisions must be made based on the 
situation at hand, but please be wary of exposing additional team members to the same hazard 
(lightning, rock fall, avalanche) that affected your victim. 

 
Avalanches 
 
Alpine Scrambling field trips are scheduled in the summer months when the snowpack has consolidated and the 
avalanche risk is generally low.  However, during your field days you may scramble on moderately steep snow so 
don’t assume that summer conditions are always safe.  In particular: 

• Watch for possible wet snow slides as the sun warms an exposed slope. 
• Be careful under cornices since pieces of the cornice can break off as the sun heats and melts that cornice. 

 
 
TRIP PLANNING AND IMPLEMENTATION 
 
Trip planning starts at home and a good place to begin is with a guidebook that includes a map of the route and a 
route description.  If route photographs are available, study the route photos to determine how the pictures relate to 
major map topographical features such as ridges, couloirs, ledge systems, and prominent towers.  As you plan your 
route, also study alternative adjacent routes (this is your Plan B if the primary route doesn’t work).  It is particularly 
important that you become familiar with the descent route if your intended descent is different from the intended 
ascent.  Ask other climbers for feedback and advice if they have climbed the route before.  Finally, make a copy of the 
written route description and a color copy of the map so you can bring it with you on the climb (Yes, you can bring 
the whole guidebook but isn’t most of that just unnecessary weight?).  
 
Just prior to your trip, take a look at the weather forecast for the date(s) of the planned climb(s).   A good source is 
the NOAA website: http://www.noaa.gov/ 
 
After you have spent some time digesting the available information, you need to determine whether the climbing 
objective is appropriate, given the skills, experience, and physical conditioning of your group.  You also need to 
estimate the time required to complete the overall round trip (trail head to trail head), and especially the time 
required for the more difficult ascent/descent portion of the scramble.  During the climb, frequently monitor your 
progress against your anticipated timeline to determine whether you can still complete the climb, per your timetable, 
or should instead think about turning back?   During the trip experienced climbers do have the option to extend their 
timeline based on observable good weather, physical condition of the group, and adequate remaining daylight. 
 
Route finding 
   
As part of the ASC field days, you will learn about reading the terrain from a distance to determine what you hope is 
the best scrambling route; one might call that a ‘macro’ assessment or the big picture. 
 
However, as you begin to put your hands and feet on actual rock, you need to change focus and examine the ‘micro’ 
features.  Look to see where the holds are – the edges and the cracks – even before making your move and setting 
foot on that section of rock.  Look up and down as well as to the sides to see where the holds are in relation to your 
feet and hands.  Instructors will try and convey the idea that planning your moves is also a form of route finding 
(again, at the micro level).  Although you may ask for assistance, you should always be taking personal responsibility 
for your own “route finding,” for both the up-climb portion as well as any down-climb portion. 
 
Route finding uses your eyes, brain, map, photos, judgment, consulting within the group, and a lot of old-fashioned 
common sense.  The goal, of course, is to determine the easiest, safest, and/or best route that will help you achieve 
your climbing goal.  To distinguish: 
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• Navigation uses the map and compass (and perhaps an altimeter or GPS) to determine your location, and/or 
your desired destination, and/or the bearing (or direction) needed to get there.  

• Route finding is the artform utilized to determine the best way to reach that destination.  Factors that 
influence your selection of the best way include an assessment of the group’s abilities, the equipment on-
hand, the on-mountain conditions, and especially the terrain you see in front of you.  Feel free to also 
incorporate good judgment, consulting amongst yourselves, experience, and common sense.  In a 
complicated backcountry environment, good route finding helps avoid or circumvent the many objective 
mountain challenges. 

 
It is assumed that you enter the ASC with the fundamentals of navigation learned and practiced within WTS.   
 
Good route finding skills will help minimize mountain hazards and is usually the most important skill you need in the 
backcountry.  Climbers with superb technical skills but marginal routefinding abilities may be more at risk than 
mediocre climbers with good route finding sense.  Who knew? 
 
And as a final comment on route finding, scramblers should constantly be assessing the consequences should 
something go wrong on the route.  Obviously if you have a choice between different pitches most of us will opt for 
the one with the least perceived risk.  But is this choice still safe?  Sometimes, after considering weather, and/or time 
of day, and/or condition of the climbers, and/or equipment on-hand… the right choice may be to just go home. 
 
The Approach 
 
Most of us will probably follow the directions and use the maps from the guidebook during the approach (which is 
the hike to the technical terrain), but be careful you don’t get overly myopic and neglect the bigger picture as you 
hike in.  From a distance you may have the opportunity to assess the scrambling portion from afar.  Don’t be one of 
those that, after arriving at the base of the harder part, lost sight of which of the many gullies was the correct gully to 
climb, or which of all the visible high points was the actual summit.  So, considering the bigger picture at a distance, 
make mental notes of significant features (ledges, colored rock, unique topographical formations, snow patches, 
grassy slopes, etc.), then keep an eye on these as you finish your approach.  Those of us that have summited the 
wrong peak can testify to the usefulness of this technique. 
 
The Climb 
 
It goes without saying, but leg muscles are much stronger than arm muscles… so let’s rely more on our legs.  Look for 
foot holds that are comfortably (and somewhat closely) spaced, and then climb the pitch from foothold to foothold.  
Use your hands mainly for balance and spatial orientation.  Good balance is an essential skill for scrambling, as is 
moving in a deliberate, smooth, and fluid manner. 
 
For scrambling, try to keep three points of contact on the rock at all times (this means either two footholds and one 
handhold, or two handholds and one foothold).  As you test your holds, these three contact points allow you to 
maintain balance in the event that one of those comes loose.  When there are not three holds available, maintain 
your balance by keeping your weight over the foot hold(s) that you do have. 
 
As you start the scrambling portion, look for those features that helped identify your anticipated route from your trip 
planning effort.  As you climb, track your position in relation to those features, as well as any new landmarks you 
identified from the distance (remember that macro assessment?).  During the climb you might opt to stick to the 
easier passages, but occasionally these easier stretches can be intermixed with a bit of challenge (rock band, cliff, 
overly steep section, headwall, ice patch, wet rock).  So, as you climb proactively contemplate, analyze, and identify 
potential routes around the difficulty that will then allow you to connect with the next easier section. 
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Unfortunately, finding an alternate route is not always possible.  The nature of the mountain may prevent you from 
getting through (or around) an objective difficulty in such a way that still allows for a logical connection between 
those easier pitches.  Perhaps the connection is right there, and obvious, but simply beyond your abilities (we have 
all stood there looking at some insurmountable pitch).  At this point, other than going home, you can try to utilize 
your alternative route, one that connects different easier stretches, but doesn’t commit you to a pitch you are 
uncomfortable doing (Remember your Plan B?). 
 
While scrambling on rock your routefinding focus should be on the lookout for broken terrain (more likely to have 
better foot and handholds), lower angle slabs, rougher textured rock (again, better foot and foot holds), and 
continuing crack lines.  To the extent possible, avoid loose rock.   
 
If you need to negotiate snow, try to estimate the steepness and firmness of the snow slope before committing.  
From a distance, snow couloirs tend to look steeper than they really are, but from that distance perhaps you can 
gauge whether the upper portion of the slope is steeper, or less steep, than the lower.  Suspecting that the upper 
slope difficulty will be better or worse than the lower slope difficulty can be an important data point for your good 
judgment.  And as a serious precaution, when doing an exposed traverse (a more horizontal portion of your route) 
avoid even short sections of hard snow if you don’t have the necessary gear, skills, and experience (crampons, ice 
tools, ice axe, rope, anchors, belay, slope run-out, etc.).  If you slip and fall it will not matter that your traverse was 10 
feet wide or 100 feet wide… you still fell. 
 
When given a choice, most climbers prefer to travel on the crest of ridges rather than down in the gullies and 
couloirs.  As you consider the trade-offs (i.e. difficulties and dangers) between negotiating ridges versus gullies, keep 
in mind that ridges tend to look more difficult and the gullies tend to look easier than they really are.  In addition, the 
higher ground of a ridge offers a better route finding view of the surrounding terrain and can provide better visibility 
to a potential escape route, should that be needed.  Being on top of a ridge tends to minimize exposure to rock fall 
(usually) and the footing can be more stable and secure for the climber (after thousands of years the ridge is intact 
and still there).  Although you may feel gulleys offer more protection in the event you fall, they can also act as a 
collection point for everything that falls from above. 
 
When given a choice, a route that meanders through larger rock rather than smaller can be better.  Yes, this choice 
also has trade-offs, but as you gain more on-mountain experience you will be able to decide on your own which 
choice to make.  Large rock, large boulders, and large talus tends to be more stable since their larger mass requires 
more force to dislodge or wobble, but when larger rock does get moving they are harder to stop and can impact with 
a much greater force.  On the other hand, even though smaller rock, gravel, smaller talus, and scree are not quite the 
objective danger of the bigger stuff, this route can make for a slow and very frustrating ascent (climbing two feet up, 
then slipping one foot back). 
 
Frequently check your progress against your anticipated timeline and monitor any changing weather conditions.  
Periodically confer, agree, and make decisions whether to continue or turn around.  As you climb, it is important that 
you remember the main topographical features, route change points, switchbacks, and potential problem spots so 
that you can correctly follow the same route during your descent.  A helpful aid to this effort-to-remember is to 
mention or discuss, out loud, whenever you identify or encounter a feature of interest. This exercise will not only 
help you remember, but within the team it may help others to remember as well. 
 
Similar to getting the bigger picture during your approach phase, while ascending consider the bigger picture for your 
anticipated descent as well.  This means frequently looking back down the mountain to become familiar with that 
bigger view.  A small lake, a meadow, or some other feature on the valley floor can act as a good route finding aid.  
During your descent, re-visualizing these geographical features can help you gauge your positioning on the mountain.  
If you would expect to see the small lake, but it is not in view, are you descending the correct gulley?  Did you hop off 
the ridge too soon?  Even if you are on the right route, this aid can be another one of many route finding assurances 
and confirmations that lead to a more enjoyable, less stressful descent. 
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The typical ascent should be three parts planning the route ahead and one part planning the route down. 
 
You learned in WTS that the route back to the trailhead can look different than your ascent earlier in the day, with 
some hikers feeling like it’s even a brand new journey.  Obviously same-same for climbers, but with one significant 
and very important twist:  For hikers the consequences of getting disoriented, for example when reaching an 
unexpected fork in the trail, can be a simple inconvenience and perhaps a bit of embarrassment.  For scramblers 
losing the route on the descent can be fraught with real problems. 
 
Following an Established Route 
 
On most scrambles you will follow a route climbed by others and often you can find the traces of previous climbers.   
 
The first and most obvious might be the official approach trail followed perhaps by a less obvious unofficial climber’s 
trail, then possibly cairns, foot prints, scuff marks in the dirt, polished rock  from hands and feet, snow tracks, or even 
beer cans and candy wrappers.  Hopefully, these previous climbers will have stayed on-route and not drifted too far 
into the ethereal, but be aware that should you see “route variations” they may simply be the result of trial and error 
made by the less experienced. 
 
Cairns, which are small unnatural rock piles built by humans for route finding, can be a blessing or a curse.  Yes, they 
can be a great aid for climbers but be cautious as they don’t always guarantee you are on the right route (Purists 
have even been known to categorize cairns as nothing more than on-mountain litter, detracting from their climbing 
experience, so have taken the extra step of dismantling). 
 
Cairn routes can peter-out when previous climbers discovered they were off-route and neglected to remove the 
misleading markers when they backtracked.  Although you should avoid willy-nilly cairn building, building a 
temporary cairn string has value if you think you may need to backtrack, especially in the event of an unplanned 
hasty retreat.  Establishing route markers, using flagging tape or cairns, should be considered a proactive safety issue 
as discussed below. 
 
Ironically, as you gain more route finding experience you may find that you are installing more route markers.  The 
typical missteps that happen, which are the natural part of gaining experience, should have driven home several 
important points:  Each mountain is different; this is typically your first time on this route; you realize that changing 
weather can impact your route finding significantly; and injuries can happen unexpectedly.  It is always desirable to 
incorporate these additional mechanisms to expand your “margin for error.” 
 
Since most Colorado 14ers see quite a bit of climber traffic: 

• If you don’t see signs of that traffic to the extent that you might expect, you may have strayed off route. 
• Keep track of alternative route choices as you climb (Plan B again) and backtrack to these alternatives 

if/when you reach a dead end or roadblock on your first choice. 
• Although following snow tracks helps with route finding, be a bit suspect until you can confirm that the 

previous party was actually on-route. 
• When doing your ascent, you may see downhill pointing foot prints, and these may be a good data point 

since these tracks are coming from somewhere. 
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COMMON ROUTE FINDING ERRORS 
 
Failing to be Proactive 
 
It has been said that there is but one route to the summit; just keep going up until you run out of up.  Continuing this 
tongue-in-cheek, the higher one goes the fewer route finding choice one has to make.  Right? 
 
Your descent, on the other hand, can have infinite possibilities; and many of them can be wrong.  Conceptually, a 
mountain is nothing more than a very large pyramid, so during your descent you may be faced with an ever-
increasing selection of routefinding choices, rather than fewer.  The goal for most of us, to be clear, is simply to find 
the one route that gets us back to the trailhead… safely (perhaps it is best to leave it to the Sir Edmund Hillary’s to 
pioneer those new descent routes). 
 
During the morning climb, it is considered a best practice to periodically dwell, discuss, and anguish what the descent 
might be like.  Has your ascent zig and zag route become complicated and/or convoluted?  Are most of the 
topographical features you pass mostly nondescript?  Are all the rock formations beginning to look the same?  When 
coming down and if slightly off route, will that steeper rock be too challenging and difficult to descend? 
 
With respect to route marking, and while simultaneously disregarding the etiquette of those purists: 

• Cairns: If YOU think you need ‘em, then build ‘em. 
• Flagging: If YOU think you should use colored flagging tape to mark your route, then do so. 
• Cairns and flagging: If YOU feel you should use both to enhance visibility, then use both. 
• When reaching the summit ridge after climbing out of a gulley, YOU may want to mark this spot to better 

locate your decent point back into the correct gulley.  
 
Misinterpreting the Route Description and Route Difficulties 
 
Some route descriptions in guidebooks can be unclear, inaccurate, and occasionally wrong (all true to a greater 
extent for route descriptions on climber websites).  Read the guidebook’s introductory sections to understand the 
author’s points of reference.  How does he/she rate the climbs (if the author is world-class, is his moderate Class 3 
really your Class 4?)?  Is the author’s climbing timeline realistic for you?  Did he/she actually climb the route or simply 
compile notes from others?  Until you have developed a few points of insight by completing some of the climbs listed 
in their book, you should probably error toward the conservative side. 
 
Favoring Gullies? 
 
Since gullies tend to look easier than ridges, they can be tempting.  Possible problems: You can’t see the terrain as 
well because you are down in a hole, dead-end gullies may be difficult to anticipate and then to exit, unexpected 
steps and blockages can complicate your climb, and (important) gullies can be channels for falling rock.  The ASC is 
not suggesting that you avoid all gullies, often these are the only way up or down, but instead be aware and 
understand the risks. 
 
Terrain Assessment Subtleties 
 
Although it is not hard for climbers to distinguish 5th Class climbing terrain from 3rd Class, the difference between 3rd 
Class and 4th Class (or between 4th Class and 5th Class), is less obvious.  It is not hard to get slightly off an easier route 
and end up in more challenging and/or dangerous terrain.  It takes experience to become proficient in terrain 
assessment, so there may be confusion as you learn.  Use the ASC as an opportunity to begin building that experience 
by conferring with your instructors when unsure. 
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Once you recognize, or suspect, that you are off route, even just slightly, it is usually easier to make a route 
correction sooner rather than later.  Said differently, off route implies you are drifting in the wrong direction, so why 
would you want to continue?  Perhaps it would be best to return to a known on-route position, and then use those 
great analytical skills and wonderful judgment to now head off in (hopefully) the correct direction. 
 
A potential challenge we might encounter is when the climbing terrain starts to test the limits of our comfort or 
ability.  When this feeling occurs as you climb through a problematic area, it is often a good strategy to make shorter 
ascent moves, then confirm you can down-climb or backtrack to relative safety before proceeding further up.  These 
baby-steps not only confirm you can ascend, but descend as well.  Although a bit time consuming, it can be also help 
develop confidence among other members of the team.   
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